
ABSTRACT
- ::r1se is due to God alone, the Sustainer of all the worlds. Thee alone do we worship;

-- -. -.-:.) fhee alone do we turn for aid. Guide us the straight way the way of those upon
- -:- Thou hast bestowed Thy blessings." 'Muy Allah bestow countless blessings on the

- ?r.rphet fla{rat Mullammad (upon whom be peace and greeting), his pure family and
- 

. - ;ompanions (God be pleased with them all) and those who follow them in
- 

= 
-r= . .-r:ness till the day ofjudgement.,2

-- , --.e-sis is a humble attempt to explore the concept of 'child abuse' and explore Islamic
- -'-;:ions about it. This novice attempt in no way claims to be authority on the subject

-. : nere attempt to find a solution to the social problem in the religious light. Originally,
--= ---'pic rvas chalked out with imbibing much broader perspective, however, it was

- -. -:-cted for inexplicable reasons but if ever this discourse opens up fruitfui debate on the

",:... it shall be welcomed.

' - s :opic was selected in the backdrop of rising number of child abuse incidents of
- '--:ent kinds depicting the sufferings of the poor lot whose only fault may be their

-;:;:ldence on others for care, love and protection but they are mostly adrninistered with
" :-*re. humiliation, deprivation, sexual violence and murder. The perspective of Islam on

-:*-ie. the injunctions by God Almighty in the Holy Qur'an, the illustrations from the

S r:mah of the Holy Prophet (upon whom be peace and greeting) and the injunctions and

:--:tribution of the pious men to transform the human character, as an example to be

---l,-ru'ed by others, all were an interest of this topic to find a solution to this menace of
- ..1d abuse in the religious light.

- :rs thesis begins by literature review on the concept of child abuse, chiefly in the western

--:ht. then the same topic is explored in the light of Islam and mystic guidance with a shift
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-' Pakistan highlighting the plight of children and national ancl social structure institutions

' :rking for the welfare of children culminating in research and analysis"

1, :slern literature has been resorted to, mainly in the first chapter, to have an insight into

: ;oncept of child abuse and for this purpose a wide range of literature including books,

-:.-;les and websites have been explored. Then the concept of child abuse has been

:;::.hed in the Islamic Literature including Qur'6n, $adir-h, Srrah literature and Islamic

.-- ,: - r . Exact text has been quoted from the Holy Qur'an with the reference of sfirah and

-:i: ouffiber in the footnotes. The translation of the Holy Qur'an has been quoted from
'' "The Message of Qur'an" by Muhammad Asad. In the narration of }.{adi-rh, the whoie

- -:-: has been skipped and mostly relevant portion has been added with translation (frorn

: -::ah.com) and references. Mystic traditions have been explored, chiefly, from three

: - is on mysticism including Tadhkiriitul Awh=ya', Akhbarul Akhyiir Ii Asrfrrtil

{hrflr and NafhEitul Uns min t{a$rat al-Qudus. Limited translation was available of
- , -:kiratul Awh-yd' while no English translation could be found or made available of two

- 
- -: :ooks, therefore, this novice took up the task of translation of the relevant portion of

- : .; three books and wherever it has been done, it is notified by sign (*) otherwise

es are available in the footnotes for each cited work. Plight of children in Pakistan
- , :3en explored from various websites, statistics of institutions, newspapers, articles,

;':!-:es and legal documents. Research has been conducted through survey to solicit

- -: :r opinion regarding child abuse and role of religion, especially that of mosque to

- .,:;: this menace with general and targeted questions. All the specimen and results with

-.- - .. 
s -s have been mentioned and for the sake of authenticity and ready reference all the

- -:.ed data has also been submitted alongwith thesis. Introduction to important books

--- - : -:sonalities has also been added. All the references have been cited in the footnotes

-- - - .-)t of bibliography has been maintained at the end of the thesis with categorization
- . I :.'ks. documents, journal articles, newspaper I magazines and websites. Each chapter

, - - -:'n ed by chapter summary imbibing the major points discussed / raised in the very

- i- ---.
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Chapter 1 dilates on the concept of child abuse and its definition, history of child abuse,

recognition of child abuse as problem, it's kinds and manifestations, its causes, impact and

international legislation to save the ohild from abuse.

'Chapter 2has been divided into two halves: first deals with the Qur'an and Sunnah while

:he other deals with mystic tinge on the same topic. The stories of the Prophets and their

:eople have been narrated with the intension to bring to light the atrocities they went

ihrough during their childhood. The hard times through which they went / suffered, being

:,umans, and emotional agony which was faced by them and their family and how the

:eople committed abusive acts and therealization of sins made them repent afterwards and

:hose who went along with stubbornness met with wrath of Allah and punishment is lying

.rhead for them even in the hereafter. Then the plight of children is discussed at the dawn

,l'l Islam, and intervention of Islam to rescue the children is described with an elaboration

rom the injunctions of the Holy Qur'5n and traditions from the life of the Holy Prophet

-pon whom be peace and greeting) followed by an exploration from the conduct and

:::aching of saints and mystics, from the selected books on mysticism, alongwith a small

-,.*:nent on the importance and role of mosque.

- "- '-:ier 3 elaborates the alarming situation in Pakistan with statistics on child abuse and

. -i::nces of different kinds of abuse meted out to children in the past22 years. A detailed

. :::duction has been given to Governmental and Non-Governlnental Organizations with

-." .-m to highlight their agenda I programmes, specifically, with reference to their role in
-; ;ce of all kinds of abuse to children and remedial measures taken by them. Besides
- , :he purpose of allotting a convenient space to this segment was to make aware the

- : : *;rS about the hilarious task of rescue and rehabilitation of the victims of child abuse of

- - -: ls so that services may be acquired in the time of need. Child abuse has been

:j :r.:shed as a crime and the national level legislation for the safety of children is

: : r-:gd.

-, --:.,rter 4 the aim was to fuither explore the problem of child abuse and societal response

. '" ":is it. u'ith particular reference to overall argument which has been carried along in
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. ! 11hole endeavor, a research based on surve)/ rvas conducted. Population was identified

--.1 Questionnaire was designed keeping in vieu,the general discourse of this work and

: .:u1atlon characteristics. Questions were direct and subjective statements which were

...:lr zed quantitatively and later on interpreted by cumulative analysis of all the responses,

: -..rtatively, followed by recommendations and conclusion, separately.

,+::J 4ll j t,i3i $la-'11,I, .it ,*y u 3-t:i r:,r u ix-Vr it '.Li 
OJ

'- desire no more than to set things to rights in so far as it lies within my power; but the

'::rier ement of my aim depends on God alone. In Him have I placed my trust, and unto
Him do I alwavs turn!"4

Ner \\'ords: Qur'En, Hadith, Mysticism, Self - Nafs, Child Sexual Abuse - CSA, Non-
; -','ernmental Organization - NGO, Child Protection Unit - CPU, United Nations

-- ::',,'rission on the Rights of Child - UNCRC, European Union - EU.
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